CLOUDVIRGA TPO
Our Platform, Your Future

Digital Wholesale
Platform for
Lenders

Rates come and go, but the experience never fails and that is where
you can always compete Cloudvirga’s new TPO platform helps you do just that by creating the
experience your brokers deserve, with the tools they need to succeed.

Win Now

Built by
mortgage
professionals
for mortgage
professionals.

A place to get things done from start to finish
Brokers can quickly search products and direct source third party
fees while also being able to lock a loan anytime. Prepare high
quality product comparison sheets in seconds and present them
through a personalized consumer point of sale.

Give brokers more control
The ability to instantly collaborate with their borrowers and
operations team, making your wholesale process more efficient
and compliant.

Full suite of functionality
Upload 3.4 files. Pull or reissue credit. Order appraisals. Run dual
AUS and see side by side DU and LPA results. Lock rates. Make realtime changes as conditions change. Request a CD to be delivered
to the borrower and schedule closings.

WHY CLOUDVIRGA TPO?

TRUSTED by Top Lenders
A robust wholesale solution that strengthens your
relationships with brokers, helps them close more loans,
and do it all faster.

Prepare, deliver and e-sign lender disclosures with
automated compliance
The platform makes it easy to create, deliver and e-sign disclosures, including
e-consent, broker/lender disclosures, LEs and CDs.

E-verifications and borrower collaboration
e-Verify assets, income, and employment. See conditions and status all in one
place. Edit wording of underwriting conditions and digitally forward them to the
borrower to fulfill a task.

Accelerated approvals - take time and cost out of your
and your brokers’ operations
Reduce “touch” times with your brokers by 70% or more. Empower brokers with
a digital origination platform where they can start the origination process and
not just be limited to uploading a Fannie Mae 3.2.

Reduce cost, time, and risk
Self-serve technology increases efficiency for lenders and brokers. Expect 20%
or better reduction in application to approval times. Automated compliance,
enhanced security and MISMO 3.4 import/export reduces risk.

GO BEYOND ORDINARY

Not Just a Portal, But a Do-It-All Platform for Brokers
cloudvirga.com

